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Finally, the FDCPA sets forth simple situations where
the debt collector has to stop communicating with you
in general. You should ask an experienced lawyer if you
can legally record audio from debt collector calls in
your state. If the debt collector sprays paint on your
walls, throws paint or even sticks any posters or
stickers on your property, they would be guilty of
vandalism. Our debt experts will answer your questions
and guide you along the way. Many debt collectors will
try to make you believe they can tow your car away or
seize your property if you don’t pay up. You may try to
work something out with your creditors and fail. The

collectors cannot contact the debtors at work if the
latter tells them to either in writing or orally. Many
creditors will work with you if they believe you are
trying to pay your debt. This way, you will not only
stop debt collector people or teams from pressuring
you but creditors will also get what they want. A debt
collector cannot make you prove or demonstrate the
invalidity of the debt, or make you provide reasons why
you want verification of the debt.
First and foremost, you should write to the debt
collection agency and request a copy of the original
credit agreement to make sure they are actually
chasing the right debt, and that it is legitimate.
Oklahoma laws provide limited protection for debtors
against original creditors calling to collect a debt. An
original creditor may pass your debt to a collection
agency, sell it to a debt buyer, or file a lawsuit against
you. A lien would mean that if you wanted to sell or
refinance your home at some point, you would have to
repay your debt first. If the debt collector unlawfully
stalks the debtor and causes the debtor to be harassed,
alarmed or distressed in the process and if the debt
collector did so know that such an effect would have
been caused he may be guilty of an offence. The
Federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act allows you to
collect penalties for these actions. In fact, the federal
Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA) specifically
outlines behaviors that are prohibited. Another federal
consumer protection statute, the Fair Credit Reporting
Act (FCRA) gives consumers a way to challenge
inaccurate information on their credit reports. Debt
collectors must abide by federal laws in responding to
your request for verification.
However even these regulations are non-specific on the
number of notices that must be sent. However, the Fair
Debt Collection Practices Act ONLY applies to collection
agencies or debt collectors who are collecting for
another creditor. Debt Collectors - Is that Legal? If you
happen to hold, eventually a debt collector gets on the
phone and starts harassing you until you agree to pay
and divulge private information, such as your social
security number. As a result, there is not much a debt
collector can legally do to you for not paying the debt.

That means they can’t give anyone details about your
debt, say you’re in debt, or even identify themselves as
debt collectors. But consumer advocates say other
revisions don’t go far enough or could have unintended
consequences. Some states have temporarily paused
debt-collection suits and garnishment actions. In our
experience, this is a technique used by debt collectors
who operate outside of the United States and outside of
the law. For one, the laws in half of the states require
lenders to get court approval before they can foreclose
on your home and foreclosure can be a lengthy process.
Of course, if you fall behind on your mortgage
payments or your home equity loan payments, you run
the risk of losing your home in a foreclosure. At the end
of the day, it’s very unlikely, though not impossible,
that a debt collector would try to take your home if
you’re behind on a debt. They can charge interest and
fees if you are behind on your payments. There are
ways to have a bill collector stop contacting and
harassing you. For over 20 years we have protected our
clients' rights against unlawful practices. Knowing in
advance what their tactics might be, and being aware
of your own rights in the process, will help you stay in
control of a potentially volatile situation. And even if
the FDCPA doesn’t apply or wasn’t violated for one
reason for another, the collector or someone else in the
account chain may have violated other rights of yours,
for example, the account could be improperly credit
reported in violation of the FAIR CREDIT REPORTING
ACT or they could be using a dialer to ring your phone
in violation of the TELEPHONE CONSUMER PROTECTION
ACT. Have you arrested or put you in jail. Threatening
jail, for example, telling you that you will go to jail if
you don’t pay the debt, this is complete rubbish.
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If the debtor does want them to call at the office, he
can ask the collection agency to stop and according to

the law, they will have to stop. Similarly, a debt
collector may call you because you have the same
name as your son, and it is your son who owes the
debt. If someone calls you in the name of a collection
agency and does the above to you, they are likely
scammers and you should be careful and not take
instructions from them. They ask you for details a
collection agency should ordinarily have, such as your
name and the name of your original lender. They ask
you to give them your personal financial information
such as your account details and social security
number. Do not give them any of your personal
financial information either. It is better to gather all
relevant information and contact details of a number of
Consumer Law Attorneys and then shortlist few of them
and then finally choose the one who is the best and
most suitable for you.
Once you can afford to start paying it back, there are a
few factors you should look into first. However, there
are bound to be different ideas and action-oriented
suggestions, implement them, whichhelp you do better
on your credit. However, this does not hold true in a
case where you are being contacted by scammers
posing as debt collectors. While some debt collectors
can act in an unethical manner, you can easily tell
they’re not scammers by verifying the legitimacy of
their contact information. They have been sued in
federal court over 280 times for violating consumer’s
rights while collecting on alleged debts. While the
circumstances are quite different, they remind me of
the way the banks ran the mortgage and CDO deals
during the bubble days. Although all collection
agencies' policies differ, bonuses are a near universal
component of the industry. The older the debt is, the
less likely a collection agency is to still have the
original paperwork for the debt. They must prove in
writing that they actually purchased the debt from the
original credit grantor.
However, even if the account in question is tied to the
defendant, the creditor’s lawyers must still prove that
their client has the right to sue. You must also ensure
that you verify the legitimacy of the debt they claim
you owe because sometimes the figures listed may not

be accurate. Falsely claim you’ll be arrested, or claim
legal action will be taken against you if it’s not true.
The summons notifies you that you're being sued,
contains the date, time and location of the hearing and
gives you an opportunity to respond and claim a
defense. When you’re being coerced, bullied, abused,
and intimidated by the collection agency, then clearly
put, you’re being harassed. Being familiar with all your
rights when the debt collectors start chasing you is
necessary, but it is far more important to have your
debts paid or settled on time to avoid having problems
with debt collection companies. But if you owe money
to a creditor, whether it's for unpaid balances on your
credit cards or a medical bill you've yet to take care of,
be prepared for debt collectors to contact you via your
social media accounts.
For example, Bill Sue heard, "Jim has green eyes." If
subsequent attempts to prove BillJim has green eyes
Sue has heard witnesses, would be heard. What makes
bill collector harassment even more aggravating is the
fact that debts are often sold off like so much
inventory, for pennies on the dollar. If you are getting
calls from Diversified Adjustment Service, Inc., you
should read as much as you can regarding your rights
and the conducts on the part of debt collectors that are
prohibited by the law so that you may know if the debt
collector has stepped out of the line prescribed by the
law regarding what is considered legal and ethical debt
collection. David Israel, defense lawyer for NCO,
argued that the TCPA should not apply to debt
collectors. A: DAS is harassing you when they violate
any of the laws of the FDCPA or the TCPA. State law
preemption: State laws are only preempted if they are
inconsistent with the CFPB's debt collection regulations.
The FDCPA is federal legislation, but about half of the
states also have their own laws to protect citizens from
unfair collection tactics.
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